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3 / HB 2650 Replacement Belt For Harvester in Russia

Москва, Россия

Shenwei belt is main designed for the heavy loading combine harvester machinery, professional manufacture of agriculture belt, which

has been in the field for more than 20 years, main models are: HA, HB, HC, HD, HK, HM, HN etc banded belt.

Has been export to many countries for Claas, New Holland, John Deere, Case, Sampo, Massey Ferguson etc machinery.

I. Technology   

1. High quality raw materials

Famous brand aramid cord, neoprene rubber, carbon black and etc high quality raw materials. 

2. Unique process formula

Unique process formula, strict production technology, perfect management system and the spirit  of excellence in research and

development.

3. Advanced equipment

Advanced production equipment and complete quality control means to produce high quality agriculture v-belts. Advanced technology

gives us an advantage.

II. Products details          

                             

V-belts are endless belts used for a wide range of applications providing a technically and economically good design for most ordinary

drives. They are antistatic, oil and heat resistant and can be used in an application where belt linear speed does not exceed 30

meters/sec.

The common type of Agri-belts are: HB, HC, HI, HK, HL, HM, HO, and some other banded belt, which fit the Claas, John deere, Case,

Kubota, Nowholland, World, Foton Lovol etc heavy loading machinery.

II. Produce

As a very important spare parts in the producing process of combine harvester.

Shenwei factory have the senior technical R&D team, strict production and management system, All producedures are in place to ensure

that belts quality meets established standards

All belt has excellent shock resistance and high load capacity, to ensure the machine could work smoothly during working time.

Contact Us

                                           

"Win by quality, reputation first, customers supreme service tenet" is our purpose.

SHENWEI willing to provide the best products and services to all of our customers.
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 Цена: 26.80 $  Тип объявления:

Продам, продажа, продаю

 Торг: --

Cassie Chen +8615303727639
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